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PRODUCT 1st of Nov 05, 2013 - RAY-BAN® has unveiled their newest development the RAY-BAN TPU Professional, the most advanced and technologically superior waterproof trainer in the industry and the exclusive RAY-BAN® solution for the outdoor sports enthusiast seeking new performance. RAY-BAN TPU
Professional is the new standard for weatherproof equipment. RAY-BAN TPU Pro includes a seamless one-piece construction, a snug fit without any rubbing or chafing and the ability to control airflow, heat and moisture with exclusive RAY-BAN's™ unique Dual-Filtration and Dual-Exchange™ technology. RAY-BAN TPU
Pro also has an exclusive new water-resistant bonded elastomer-based coating which is designed to dramatically improve indoor and outdoor durability, as well as water-resistance and performance. This improvement in durability is a direct result of the exclusive RAY-BAN's™ exclusive new bonded elastomer-based
waterproof coating, which is the first in the industry. The result is a trainer that is virtually indestructible and in the world of RAY-BAN® equipment, the only thing that stops you or your bag from being the best on the field or trail is that one thing: you. About RAY-BAN®: RAY-BAN® was founded in 1984 to create the
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